**SCHEDULE**

All times in CEST

11:00  Doors Open

11:15  Opening and Keynote Johannes Gäbler

12:00  Georg Hobmeier - Causa Creations

12:20  Tobe Mayr - Mi’pu’mi Games

12:50  Richard Tretzel, Green Lobster

13:15  Austrian Gaming Scene Panel 🇦🇹

14:15  Closing & Keynote Clio Montrey, Microbird

15:00  Play Games & Button Festival

18:00  Doors Close

- A First In Every Perspective: Backstage at Festival Tycoon
- The Fine Art of Holistic Business Development
- The Flower Collectors - Post Mortem 2.0
- Translating stories and emotions into adaptive music
- MissMadHat, Jessirocks, Copeylius, Maestra, Mod. Johanna
- Music Aesthetics Inspired by Games. Talk*Performance
- Take a look at the local Indie Games <3

**SPEAKERS**

- Clio Montrey, Microbird Games
- Georg Hobmeier, Causa Creations
- Johannes Gäbler, Festival Tycoon
- Richard Tretzel, Green Lobster
- Yvonne "MissMadHat" Scheer, ESVOE
- Andreas "Copeylius" M. Historian & Streamer
- Tobe Mayr, Mi’pu’mi Games
- Thomas "Jessirocks" M. Diablo Streamer
- Johanna Pirker, TU Graz (Host)
- Marlies "Maestra" Brunnhofer, retired esports pro

**INDIE GAMES**

- A Webbing Journey by Fire Totem Games
- Roto Force by Anton Klinger
- PROJECT: KNOSSOS by Ancient Pixel
- Light Speed by Tablescope
- ABGC by Klemens Strasser
- Intergalactic Hoops by Martin Bauer

**ORGANIZERS**

**PARTNERS**

- GameDevDays
- Button Festival
- Indiegamers.Austria
- Subotron
- Green Lobster
- VulkanLan
- TU Graz
- Subotron
- Green Lobster
- Media Technologies

- PGDA

- www.gamedevdays.com
- www.buttonfestival.at